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The article deals with the semantic features of onomastic lexicon in contemporary fictional discourse. It is based on the novels «The Game of Thrones» by George R. R. Martin. In this study, considerable attention is paid to the problem of the determination of onomastic lexicon and its significance in shaping a broad panorama of fictional reality. The analysis was carried out to determine the main tools used to deprive the fictional work of an automated and standardized form. It is determined that proper names are used to single out a particular detail of the character’s image: personality traits, profession, social status, etc. The semantic and expressive features of the onomastic vocabulary in the fiction literature, as well as its role in the author’s accent on the problems of a writing are analyzed. It has been established that the onomastic lexicon is a tool for expressing the emotional and value component of the image by the author, helping to create an additional conceptual context.
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Fiction literature always differs by its specificity and authenticity. The proper nouns have a great influence on the ideas of a writer and its embodiment. The author creates a separate world, fills it with life and content through the onomastic lexicon. With the help of different proper names which the author uses in his book, the process of direct acquaintance with characters becomes more convenient. The readers have the ability to figure out the real nature of the main characters even before the evolution of the plot (of course, in the form of some guesses). It is the cognitive component of the proper nouns that provides further evolution of the plot and the characters’ actions. Onomastic researches demonstrate that the ways and methods of the proper nouns creating may be different. Their meaning, structure and semantic content depend on a number of conditions: historical, geographical, socio-cultural or political.

The relevance of our research is that proper names are an integral part of the fiction text. They not only perform the nominative function, but also carry an additional semantic meaning. The research of semantic peculiarities of onomastic lexicon in fictional literature will help to classify it into groups and analyze the sources of its formation.

The object of the research is onomastic lexicon as the literary detail in shaping a broad panorama of fictional reality. The subject is semantic features of onomastic lexicon which are represented by series of novels «A Game of Thrones» by George R. R. Martin.

The aim of the investigation is to determine semantic peculiarities of onomastic lexicon in the contemporary fictional discourse.

The main tasks are:
1. To investigate the essence of onomastic lexicon and its role in the contemporary fictional discourse.
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2. To analyze semantic features of onomastic lexicon on the material of «A Game of
Thrones» by George R. R. Martin.

In the Oxford English Dictionary such a meaning of onomastic lexicon can be found:
«lexicon of (especially personal) proper names» [8]. Due to Rutkiewicz-Hanczewska:
«connotations are usually not included in a lexical definition» [7, p.171]. Thus onomastic
lexicon is one of the tools for making a character image more expressive and emphatic. It
can mirror a social status of a person or the territorial geographical and political conditions.

The history of literary discourse is quite ancient. Its main feature is the emphasis,
principally on the form of communication through which content is transmitted. In the
process of ordinary communication, the meaning always stands in the first place and the
methods of its expression go second.

When writing a fiction text, the author sets himself the task of destroying the
automatism of ordinary communication and standard perception of information. He needs
to force the reader to pay attention to the main issues and analyze the text critically. The
attention of the reader is attached to the details for that purpose. Onomastic lexicon in the
fiction text is one of the types of the literary detail [2, p. 46]. It helps to make the text fresh,
unlike what the reader's mind perceived before reading. That is what makes the text
multivalued. The author does not endeavor to make his text similar to a manual for a
household appliance or dry citation of the law. The fiction genre allows to create a structure
consisting of many layers. Someone will go through the surface; another will try to
penetrate deeper.

While creating a logically completed and structured fictional world, it is extremely
important for the author of fiction literature to pay attention to proper names. These are
images of characters, names of geographical objects and sociopolitical phenomena. The text
will look volumetric and panoramic, if proper names are not a simple set of sounds, but
they carry an additional hidden meaning. It may be a characteristic of the type of human
activity, profession or an emphasis on a certain character trait [3, p. 114] (for example, the
name Stark in the novel is a manifestation of extraordinary strength, courage and bravery).

«A game of thrones», which the author has been creating for more than two decades,
immerses the reader in a fictional world with a logically complete structure. The author
builds several storylines, telling about dynastic wars for power over the Westeros continent,
which is quite similar to Europe in the Early Middle Ages. But it is quite impossible to
draw a complete analogy with our world, because all the geographical locations, the names
of characters and even of the kingdoms are fictional.

When analyzing the onomastic content of the work, the author’s deep and thoughtful
work with the selection of a lexicon can be traced. The majority of all proper names in the
book have a connotative meaning. During the selection of an appropriate proper name for
the characterization of a person, the author draws attention primarily to the structure of the
word that distinguishes the kind of transmitted emotions. In addition, the nature and
combination of onyms depend predominantly on the social views of the author and the
culture of the world in a particular epoch as a whole.

The author paid attention to the names of main characters. The using of certain proper
names was fully studied by the philologist Schetinin. He describes the categories of onyms
and distinguishes neutral and descriptive proper names among them [18]. The first category
includes such names that are just typical for certain country, century or social class. They
don’t have a hidden semantic meaning. As for the second category it includes names that
are used for transmitting the additional connotative meaning. In some cases, it just
highlights the main features of the character behavior or marks his/ her profession or
preferences. The majority of proper names in the novel are descriptive. Author has used
different sources and approaches for creating such onyms.

Jon Snow, whose role in the novel is principal, was given maybe the broadest portrait
with the help of his proper name. In general, his name is a reference of a typical English
image – John Doe – a way of designating the unknown person. For example, a patient who
is brought unconscious and without documents is recorded in a hospital as «John». In is
meant to be a claim – «I am nobody ... or I just look like nobody and I am unknown for the majority of people». He is an illegitimate child of the Lord Stark and has no right to borrow a throne of his famous father. Jon also cannot pretend for the estate of Stark House. The attention should also be paid to his second name «Snow». It was used to highlight the position of the boy in a family. «Dogs were equally divided between the children, only because Jon deliberately abandoned his puppy. Jon stepped aside for the newborn Reckon, because he understood that he was not like the others. The boy is a bearer of the surname Snow that was received by all the bastards born in the north of Westeros» [10]. He was an albino in the Stark dynasty. No one except his father took him into account in solving some family problems. His position forced him to recruit to the Night's Watch of the Wall. And here we have another symbolic meaning of the name Snow. The Wall was the place on the North of the country with constant frosts and snowfalls. He was born to live in painful coldness to expiate the sins of his parents.

The attention should also be paid to the image of Arya Stark is a specifically described character. Some investigators say that the name is a premise to the ancient Aryans, which inhabited Europe in ancient times. Others associate it with the Greek god of war - Ares. In any case this name can be treated in the only one way. The girl in the novel is very brave and strong. «Little Aria struck John with her sword, and the girl even managed to hurt him...» [10]. From her childhood she practices sword-fighting with her brothers and participates in the battles.

The image of Sansa Stark is also shown very clearly through her name. As we know prefix «san-» reminds to the names of saints, especially martyrs. Most likely, the complexity of the Sansa’s fate was destined by the author in advance. There is one more, quite a conspiracy interpretation – the name is similar to the French prefix «sans» – «without», and this may mean that the character is destined always remain without something that she loves, that is very important for her. At the beginning of this novel Sansa Stark has everything for the perfect life: she is meant to become a wife of a prince. Her future is clear and light, but one by one all people who were the dearest for Sansa die. She is like a black widow who should stay away from friends and relatives to guarantee a normal life for them. «Sansa's cry was like Septa Mordane as they went far down the stairs. They were going to take away all that was dear to her heart, including the court and her prince» [10].

One of the sons of Eddard Stark was named Robb. And it is a very thin and almost invisible difference for readers between Robert and Robb. It is just the same, but in reality Eddard Stark gave this name to his son in honor of the comrade – the King Robert. The name was intentionally shortened to show the honor to a present king and to highlight his originality and uniqueness. In addition, Rob also became a king in one of parts of a novel and it is interesting to reveal that his reign was also short, just if it is inferior. «All that could be said about Robb Stark was that he had rather courage than a sound mind. He was still too young. I'd hoped that if he saw our left collapse, he might plunge into the gap, eager for a rout» [10].

One of the brightest characters of this book is Cersei. The author used not a simple association, but an allusion to the Ancient Greek myths. Almost everyone knows a story about an evil sorceress and a cunning temptress. This descriptive information is very appropriate for the Queen. She always manipulates with people, plots against them and is ready to kill everyone who will try to prevent her. «You cannot stay a middle course, when you strive to lead in this game of thrones. There is only one way out: to submit or to be submitted...» [10]. A devil with the angel face is the real nature of Cersei.

It should be said that only the minority of onyms opens its nature on the first pages of the novel. Most of proper names also have the hidden importance that reveals only in the second or even third book of the series. Sansa Stark is just one of the examples of this phenomenon, because without reading all the series and without a deep analysis of her character it is difficult to draw parallels between the image of martyr and Sansa.
Thus, it can be summarized that proper names with an additional semantic meaning are a tool for transmitting the emotionality and value of the image. They help to create an additional conceptual context, setting the reader to the desired perception of specific information. When the reader sees onomastic lexicon for the first time, he can already form a certain image of the character in his head. Sometimes it works even at a stage when the storyline has not yet developed. Sometimes a proper name does not have a clear connotative coloring. In this case, the author allows the reader to speculate about the meaning of the name of a particular character, without depriving him of his own point of view about semantic content. This is what helps the fiction text to remain multifaceted and, as it was mentioned earlier, multi-layered.

In this fiction novel, the author focuses the reader’s attention on a such kind of onomastic vocabulary as the names of the characters of the novel. Some of them are neutral and used because of their typicality for the era and situation described in the novel. But most of them are descriptive. They are used by the author to give the character a direct or indirect characterization.

Practical value of the research is in a detailed study of the features of the onomastic lexicon in the future and an analysis of its influence on the perception of a fiction text by the reading audience. We believe that it is important for the development of fiction discourse to trace the tendency of onomastic lexicon using in modern fiction literature: how they are formed and in which cases the use of proper names is not sufficient to form a complete image of the main character.
В статье рассмотрены семантические особенности ономастического лексикона в современном фэнтезийном дискурсе. За основу была взята роман Джорджа Р. Р. Мартина «Игра престолов». В данном исследовании анализируется проблема делегирования ономастического лексикона в его роли в процессе формирования широкой панорамы фэнтезийной реальности. Проведен анализ с целью определения основных средств, используемых для выделения отдельной детали в образе персонажа: черты характера, профессии, социального положения и т. д. Проанализированы семантические и экспрессивные особенности имён в художественной литературе, а также их роль в акцентировании автором проблематики фэнтезийного произведения. Установлено, что ономастический лексикон является инструментом для выражения автором эмоциональной и ценностной составляющей образа, помогая создать дополнительный концептуальный контекст.
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